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Biography

Dr. Michael W. Suleiman was one of the first and most prolific scholars of Arab American studies. Born in Palestine in 1934, he immigrated to the United States in 1956. After receiving his Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin in 1965, Dr. Suleiman taught at Kansas State University, where he was later awarded the title of University Distinguished Professor. Through his groundbreaking research on Arab Americans, Dr. Suleiman became the recognized authority in the field of Arab American studies. From his dozens of publications to his service with important organizations like the Association of Arab-American University Graduates (AAUG) and the Middle East Studies Association (MESA), Dr. Suleiman was involved in every aspect of the development of the field. Among his numerous publications is one of the first book-length monographs to tackle representations of Arabs in U.S. popular and political discourses, *The Arabs in the Mind of Americans* (1988), and the definitive annotated bibliography on Arab Americans, *The Arab-American Experience* (2006). Dr. Suleiman was also a great collaborator, and was able to bring diverse groups of scholars together to produce enduring edited volumes, like *Arab Americans Continuity and Change* (1989) and *Arabs in America: Building a New Future* (1999). Dr. Suleiman also played an integral role in the creation of the Arab American National Museum.

Scope and Content Note

The Michael W. Suleiman Collection on the Arab-American Community is the largest known single collection of materials related to Arab Americans. It includes published, informally published, and unpublished materials ranging from the late 1800s until 2009. The bulk of the material is in English, with about 25% being in Arabic.

Subjects

- Arab-Israeli conflict.
- Arab American writing
- Arab Americans--Bibliography--Catalogs.
- Arab Americans--Cultural assimilation.
- Arab Americans--Churches.
- Arab Americans--Directories.
- Arab Americans--Ethnic identity.
- Arab Americans--History--20th century
- Arab Americans--Indexes.
- Arab Americans--Literary collections.
- Arab Americans--Periodicals.
- Arab Americans--Social conditions--21st century.
- Arab Americans--United States
- Association of Arab-American University Graduates
- AAUG monograph series
- Interviews--Arab Americans.
- Middle East Policy and Research Center (Washington, D.C.)
- Middle East--Politics and government.
- Muslims--United States--20th century
Genre terms

- Annotated bibliographies
- Correspondence
- Dissertations
- Indexes (reference sources)
- Periodicals

Series

1) Files – Collected
   Alphabetically by organization, publication, or personal name. The files consist mainly of photocopied published materials, as well as informally published papers, news clippings, and some ephemera. The first 26 boxes are mainly on Arab Americans, with the final 4 boxes of files on Arab American organizations.

2) Organizational Files
   2-1 Association of Arab-American University Graduates (AAUG)
   2-2 Arab American Institute (AAI)
   2-3 American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee (ADC)
   2-4 National Association of Arab-Americans (NAAA)
   2-5 Educational Organizations
   2-6 Islamic Organizations
   2-7 Heritage Organizations
   2-8 Socio-Political Organizations
   2-9 Women’s Organizations
   2-10 Palestine Advocacy Organizations
   2-11 Human Rights Organizations
   2-12 Christian Organizations
   2-13 Health Organizations
   2-14 ACCESS
   2-15 Community-based Organizations
   2-16 Lebanon Advocacy Organizations
   2-17 Labor and Commerce Organizations
   2-18 Museums and Cultural Institutions
   2-19 Organizations Pursuing Justice
   2-20 Arab-Latino Organizations
   2-21 Literary Organizations

3) MEPARC binders
   This section of boxes contains large three-ring binders of materials from the Middle East Policy and Research Center (MEPARC). MEPARC was a subsidiary of the NAAA. Between 1984 and 1999 produced monthly reports about congressional actions and US Arab relations. These boxes also contain a handful of issues of the ADC Times from the 1990s.
Binders are sorted into series I – XVIII; although binders labeled XVII are not with the collection. Some series have multiple binders, these are noted by parenthesis (ex. 4/10 – binder 4 out of 10). Additionally, processor notes are given in italics.

The series are as follows:
- I: User Guide/Index
- II: Executive Reports
- III: Legislative Analysis
- IV: Congressional Hearings
- V: Media Reports
- VI: US Policy Makers
- VII: PAC Reports
- VIII: Senate Profiles and Executive Branch Personnel
- IX: Access to Congress: House and House Profiles
- X: Access to Congress: Directories
- XI: Policy Makers
- XII: Congressional Profiles
- XIII: Congressional Profiles: House
- XIV: Issue Analysis
- XV: Executive Reports
- XVI: Status Reports
- XVIII: Misc. Documents

4) Self-Bound Books and Theses
   This series consists of published, copyrighted works that have been photocopied and spiral bound.

5) Reference Materials
   5-1 Bibliographic Reference Materials
   5-2 Directories
   5-3 Conferences, various
   5-4 Documentation
   5-5 Ephemera, various
   5-6 Oral Histories, Transcripts

6) Arabic Language Materials
Box List

Series 1. Files — Collected

Box 1: AAI – A4 (Adams)
Box 2: ADC – AB (al-Marayita)
Box 3: al-Masarra
Box 4: Amouyal – Ata
Box 5: Ata – Beydoun
Box 6: Beynon – Carlson
Box 7: Carlson – Darraj
Box 8: Darwish – Encyclopedia
Box 9: Epstein – Futures Forum
Box 10: Gabaccia – Haddad
Box 11: Haddad – Hazo
Box 12: Hazouri – Hyder
Box 13: I.Y.I. – Kassees
Box 14: Katibah – Kyrkos
Box 15: L’association – Maloof
Box 16: Maloof – Middle East
Box 17: Middle East – Na’ima
Box 18: Naimy – Parrillo
Box 19: Parry – Rihani
Box 20: Rihani – Sam’an
Box 21: Samhan – Shakir
Box 22: Shakir – Staub
Box 23: Steele – Taylor
Box 24: Telhami – von Hoffman
Box 25: W.J.H. – Young
Box 26: Younis – 1978
Box 27: AAI – Al-Hoda
Box 28: Al-Hoda – NAAA
Box 29: al-Nahar – alZuhur
Box 30: ADC

Series 2: Organizational Materials

Box 31: Sub-series 2-1 Association of Arab-American University Graduates (AAUG)
    2-1-1        AAUG ephemera
    2-1-2        AAUG Conventions materials (1st – 9th)
    2-1-3        AAUG Conventions materials (10th – 27th)
    2-1-4        AAUG Conventions publications
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2-1-5 AAUG Mideast Monitor (1984-2000)
2-1-6 AAUG Press Releases (1979-90)
2-1-7 AAUG Newsletters (1975-2000)
2-1-8 Newspapers & other articles
2-1-9 AAUG directories
2-1-10 AAUG Position Papers
2-1-11 AAUG Position Papers
2-1-12 Email print-outs; Suleiman’s handwritten notes
2-1-13 AAUG Proposals, March 1986 (bound publication)
2-1-14 AAUG general member correspondence
2-1-15 AAUG general member correspondence
2-1-16 AAUG assorted publications
2-1-17 AAUG Information Papers (publications)
2-1-18 AAUG pamphlets (primarily conventions)
2-1-19 AAUG official correspondence – executive, Board of Directors (includes President Carter correspondence)

Box 32A: 2-1-20 AAUG official correspondence – executive, Board of Directors
2-1-21 AAUG official correspondence – executive, Board of Directors
2-1-22 AAUG official correspondence – executive, Board of Directors
2-1-23 AAUG official correspondence – executive, Board of Directors
2-1-24 AAUG official correspondence – executive, Board of Directors
2-1-25 AAUG official correspondence – executive, Board of Directors
2-1-26 AAUG official correspondence – executive, Board of Directors
2-1-27 AAUG official correspondence – executive, Board of Directors

Sub-series 2-2 Arab American Institute (AAI)
2-2-1 Personal Correspondence (AAI with Suleiman)
2-2-2 AAI general member correspondence
2-2-3 AAI general member correspondence
2-2-4 AAI Foundation & Census Information Center (CIC) correspondence/materials
2-2-5 AAI Foundation & Census Information Center (CIC) correspondence/materials
2-2-6 AAI Civil rights & Immigration materials
2-2-7 AAI ephemera & pamphlets
2-2-10 AAI Issues (1997-2004) (publications)
2-2-11 AAI political, electoral, and public opinion materials
2-2-12 AAI political, electoral, and public opinion materials

Box 32B: AAUG membership directory print outs
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Box 33:  2-2-13  AAI political, electoral, and public opinion materials  
2-2-14  AAI political, electoral, and public opinion materials  
2-2-15  Census, ancestry, and demographics data and information  
2-2-16  Census, ancestry, and demographics data and information  
2-2-17  Census, ancestry, and demographics data and information  
2-2-18  AAI email and web print-outs  
2-2-19  AAI email and web print-outs  
2-2-20  AAI email and web print-outs  
2-2-21  AAI email and web print-outs  
2-2-22  AAI email and web print-outs  
2-2-23  AAI email and web print-outs  
2-2-24  AAI email and web print-outs  
2-2-25  AAI email and web print-outs  
2-2-26  AAI email and web print-outs  
2-2-27  AAI email and web print-outs  
2-2-28  AAI email and web print-outs  
2-2-29  AAI email and web print-outs  
2-2-30  AAI email and web print-outs

Box 34: Sub-series 2-3 American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee (ADC)  
2-3-1  ADC Reports 1980-1982  
2-3-2  ADC Reports 1983-1984  
2-3-3  ADC Bi-Weekly Reports Aug. 1983-Feb. 1984  
2-3-4  ADC Bi-Weekly Reports Mar. 1984-Aug. 1984  
2-3-5  ADC Times 1984-1985  
2-3-6  ADC Times 1986-1987  
2-3-7  ADC Times 1988-1989  
2-3-8  ADC Times 1990-1991  
2-3-9  ADC Times 1992-1993  
2-3-10  ADC Times 1994-1995  
2-3-11  ADC Times 1996-1997  
2-3-12  ADC Times 1998-1999  
2-3-13  ADC Times 2000-2001  
2-3-14  ADC Times 2002-2004  
2-3-15  ADC Issues, ADC Activity Reports  
2-3-16  ADC Reports on hate crimes  
2-3-17  ADC Conventions publications  
2-3-18  “The Arab-American Mosaic,” drafts and final version  
2-3-19  ADC web print-outs, memorandums, correspondence, fact sheets, pamphlets

Box 35:  2-3-20  ADC email print-outs  
2-3-21  ADC email print-outs
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2-3-22 ADC email print-outs
2-3-23 ADC email print-outs
2-3-24 ADC email print-outs
2-3-25 ADC email print-outs
2-3-26 ADC email print-outs
2-3-27 ADC email print-outs
2-3-28 ADC email print-outs
2-3-29 ADC email print-outs

Sub-series 2-4 National Association of Arab-Americans (NAAA)
2-4-1 NAAA Conventions and Conferences
2-4-2 NAAA Publications – Voice, Campaign for Lebanon, Political Focus
2-4-3 NAAA email print-outs and web print-outs
2-4-4 NAAA Action Alerts
2-4-5 NAAA Issue Briefs
2-4-6 NAAA pamphlets and flyers
2-4-7 NAAA member correspondence and materials
2-4-8 NAAA member correspondence and materials
2-4-9 NAAA member correspondence and materials

Sub-series 2-5 Educational Organizations
2-5-1 Educational Organizations, containing materials from:
   Organization of Arab Students (OAS)
2-5-2 Educational Organizations, containing materials from:
   Organization of Arab Students (OAS)
2-5-3 Educational Organizations, containing materials from:
   Center for Cross Cultural Learning (CCCL); IQRA‘; Institute of International Education (IIE); Arab World and Islamic Resources and School Services (AWAIR)
2-5-4 Educational Organizations, containing materials from:
   Arab World and Islamic Resources and School Services (AWAIR)
2-5-5 Educational Organizations, containing materials from:
   American Institute for Maghrib Studies (AIMS); Moroccan-American Commission for Educational & Cultural Exchange; Teaching Resource Center; Center for Middle Eastern Studies; Harvard University; Muslim Education Foundation (MEF), started by ISNA

Box 36: 2-5-6 Educational Organizations, containing materials from:
   Society for Arab-American Studies (SAAS); Center for Contemporary Arab Studies (CCAS), Georgetown University; American Educational Trust (AET); Student Aid International
2-5-7 Educational Organizations, containing materials from:
   America-Mideast Educational & Training Services (AMIDEAST); Middle East Studies Association (MESA), University of Arizona
2-5-8 Educational Organizations, containing materials from:
Center for Arab American Studies (CAAS)

2-5-9 Educational Organizations, containing materials from:
Near Eastern Languages and Civilization (NELC), University of Washington;
Arab-American studies Yahoo! group

2-5-10 Educational Organizations, containing materials from:
Institute of Arab Studies (IAS); Department of Arabic & Middle Eastern Studies, University of Leeds

2-5-11 Educational Organizations, containing materials from:
Middle East Educational Trust

2-5-12 Educational Organizations, containing materials from:
Arab Sociological Society (in Tunisia); Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars

2-5-13 Educational Organizations, containing materials from:
Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars

2-5-14 Educational Organizations, containing materials from:
Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars; Hala Salaam Maksoud Foundation for Arab-American Leadership (includes publication Hala by Foundation for Arab Policy Studies)

Sub-series 2-6 Islamic Organizations

2-6-1 Islamic Organizations, containing materials from:
Muslim Public Affairs Council (MPAC)

2-6-2 Islamic Organizations, containing materials from:
Muslim Public Affairs Council (MPAC)

2-6-3 Islamic Organizations, containing materials from:
Muslim Public Affairs Council (MPAC)

2-6-4 Islamic Organizations, containing materials from:
Muslim Public Affairs Council (MPAC)

2-6-5 Islamic Organizations, containing materials from:
American Muslim Taskforce (AMT)

2-6-6 Islamic Organizations, containing materials from:
Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR)

2-6-7 Islamic Organizations, containing materials from:
The Chicago Council on Global Affairs; American Islamic Information Center (AIIC); Islamic Trend of North America (ITNA), North American Islamic Conference, 1997; American Council for Public Affairs (ACPA); American Muslim Alliance (AMA)

2-6-8 Islamic Organizations, containing materials from:
Council on Islamic Education; The Institute of Islamic Information and Education (III&E); Center for Study of Islam & Democracy (CSID); Islam Centennial Fourteen; United Muslims of America (UMA); The American
Muslim, 1993; American Institute for Islamic Affairs (AIIA); American Muslim Council (AMC); Islamic Sufi Foundation

2-6-9 Islamic Organizations, containing materials from:
The Minaret, Islamic Center of Southern California; Islam in America, Olduvai Humanities Library; Islamic Society of North America (ISNA)

Box 37: Sub-series 2-7 Heritage Organizations

2-7-1 Heritage Organizations, containing materials from:
William G. Abdalah Memorial Library, St. George Community Center, Boston (Evelyn Menconi)

2-7-2 Heritage Organizations, containing materials from:
William G. Abdalah Memorial Library, St. George Community Center, Boston (Evelyn Menconi)

2-7-3 Heritage Organizations, containing materials from:
Malouf International; Khouri Family Gazette; Immigration History Research Center (IHRC); Arab-American Historical Foundation (AAHF); American Arab Heritage Council (AAHC); American Heritage Society

2-7-4 Heritage Organizations, containing materials from:
Arab Information & Resource Center (AIRC); Middle East Cultural and Information Center (MECIC); Arab Information Center; Arab American Historical Foundation

Sub-series 2-8 Socio-Political Organizations

2-8-1 Socio-Political Organizations, containing materials from:
National Council of Arab Americans (NCAA); American-Arab Affairs Council; Americans for Middle East Understanding (AMEU)

2-8-2 Socio-Political Organizations, containing materials from:
Arab American Democratic Federation; Arab American Republican Federation; Center for Foreign Policy Development; Al-Hewar Center, The Arab American Dialogue

2-8-3 Socio-Political Organizations, containing materials from:
National Council on US-Arab Relations (NCUSAR); Washington Middle East Associates; Middle East Policy Council; Middle East Outreach Council; Middle East Report (MERIP); American Coalition for Middle East Dialogue (ACMED); American Council Political Action Committee (ACPAC); Coalition for Post-War U.S. Policy in the Middle East; Arab American Leadership Council (ALC)

Sub-series 2-9 Women’s Organizations

2-9-1 Women’s Organizations, containing materials from:
NAJDA: Women Concerned About the Middle East

2-9-2 Women’s Organizations, containing materials from:
NAJDA: Women Concerned About the Middle East

2-9-3 Women’s Organizations, containing materials from:
Brooklyn College Student Center, Ripe Guava; Center of Arab Women for Training and Research (CAWTAR); Arab Women Center for Training and Research; International Council for Women in the Arts (ICWA); North American Council for Muslim Women (NACMW); Association for Middle East Women’s Studies (AMEWS); Arab Women’s Solidarity Association (AWSA); Feminist Arab-American Network (FAN); KARAMAH: Muslim Women Lawyers for Human Rights; Arab-American Women Conference, Kansas State University (includes information on participants)

Sub-series 2-10 Palestine Advocacy Organizations
2-10-1 Palestine Advocacy Organizations, containing materials from: Palestine Congress of North America
2-10-2 Palestine Advocacy Organizations, containing materials from: Palestine Congress of North America
2-10-3 Palestine Advocacy Organizations, containing materials from: American Ramallah Federation; Palestine Human Rights Campaign (PHRC); American Committee on Jerusalem (ACJ); American Task Force on Palestine (ATFP); North American Coordinating Committee (NACC); The United Holy Land Fund (UHLF); Friends of Palestinian Prisoners; Palestinian American Congress (PAC); Palestinian Aid Society
2-10-4 Palestine Advocacy Organizations, containing materials from: Palestinian American Research Center (PARC); The Jerusalem Fund for Education and Community Development

Sub-series 2-11 Human Rights Organizations
2-11-1 Human Rights Organizations, containing materials from: American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU); Society of In’ash El-Usra; Center for Human Rights and Constitutional Law
2-11-2 Human Rights Organizations, containing materials from: Middle East Children’s Alliance (MECA)

Sub-series 2-12 Christian Organizations
2-12-1 Christian Organizations, containing materials from: National Council of Churches (NCCC); U.S. Interreligious Committee for Peace in the Middle East; United Church Board for World Ministries (UCBWM); St. Mary’s Eastern Orthodox Church; St. Mary’s Orthodox Christian Church; St. George Orthodox Christian Cathedral; Antiochian Orthodox Christian Archdiocese; Churches for Middle East Peace; Presbyterian Church, U.S.A.; St. Joseph’s Roman Catholic (R.C.) Church

Sub-series 2-13 Health Organizations
2-13-1 Health Organizations, containing materials from: Mid East Study of Immigrant Health Adjustments (SIHA) Project, University of California San Francisco
2-13-2 Health Organizations, containing materials from: Naim Foundation
Sub-series 2-14 ACCESS
2-14-1 Arab Community Center for Economic & Social Services (ACCESS)
2-14-2 Arab Community Center for Economic & Social Services (ACCESS)

Sub-series 2-15 Community-based Organizations
2-15-1 Community-Based Organizations, containing materials from: Arab-Americans of Central Ohio (AACO); Arab American Community of Sacramento (AAS); The Arab World Review (Quebec); Canadian Arab Federation (CAF); Canadian Arab Friendship Society (CAFS); New England American Studies Association (NEASA); Committee of Palestinians in New England (COPINE); New England American Studies Association (NEASA); Arab American Action Network (AAAN); American Friends Service Committee (AFSC); Midwest Federation of American Syrian-Lebanese Clubs (includes Southern Federation of Syrian-Lebanese American Clubs)
2-15-2 Community-Based Organizations, containing materials from: Fairness & Accuracy in Reporting (FAIR); Muslim Community Association (MCA) of the San Francisco Bay Area; East Bay Islamic Speakers Bureau; Council of Presidents of Arab American Organizations (CPAO) in the San Francisco Bay Area; Bay Area Palestine Coordinating Committee; Arab American Community Advisory Council

Sub-series 2-16 Lebanon Advocacy Organizations
2-16-1 Lebanon Advocacy Organizations, containing materials from: Lebanese Emigration Research Center (LERC); Lebanese Cultural Center; Save Lebanon; American Lebanese League (ALL)

Box 38: Sub-series 2-17 Labor and Commerce Organizations
2-17-1 Labor and Commerce Organizations, containing materials from: The Mid America-Arab Chamber of Commerce; League of Arab States; U.S.-Saudi Arabian Business Council; U.S.-Arab Chamber of Commerce; National Arab American Journalists Association (NAAJA); The Labor Committee on the Middle East; Arab American Bar Association (AABA); Arab American Lawyers Association of Southern California (AALASC); Arab Bankers Association of North America; Network of Arab American Professionals (NAAP); Communication Workers of America (CWA); Labor Committee Against Racism and Discrimination

Sub-series 2-18 Museums and Cultural Institutions
2-18-1 Museums and Cultural Institutions, containing materials from: Arab World Festival; Middle East Cultural Association (MECA); Arab-American Media Society (AAMS); Museum of the City of New York (MCNY); National Museum of American History Smithsonian Institution, Washington DC; Arab American National Museum (AANM); Museum of Cultural History, University of California Los Angeles; Michigan State University Museum; Detroit Institute of Arts (DIA)
Sub-series 2-19 Organizations Pursuing Justice
2-19-1 Organizations Pursuing Justice, containing materials from:
NEA Peace and Justice Caucus; The Middle East Resource Center (MERC);
United States Institute of Peace; Lies of our Times; Committee for Justice to
Stop the McCarran Act Deportations; Democracy Now!

Sub-series 2-20 Arab-Latino Organizations
2-20-1 Arab-Latino Organizations, containing materials from:
ANAIS Cultural Commission, 2nd Pan-American Arabic Congress; Association
of Latin American Muslims (newspaper); Casa Árabe e Instituto Internacional
de Estudios Árabes y del Mundo Musulmán; Federation of Arabic-Chilean
Entities (FEARAB), 3rd Pan-American Arabic Congress
2-20-2 Arab-Latino Organizations, containing materials from:
Federation of Arabic-Chilean Entities (FEARAB), 3rd Pan-American Arabic
Congress

Sub-series 2-21 Literary Organizations
2-21-1 Literary Organizations, containing materials from:
Radius of Arab American Writers (RAWI)
2-21-2 Literary Organizations, containing materials from:
Radius of Arab American Writers (RAWI)
2-21-3 Literary Organizations, containing materials from:
Al-Hoda Centennial (published by AAI); Arab American Press Guild; Mizna;
Arab-American Forum – The News Circle; National Professional Literary
Conference on Arab American & Ethnic Writing

Series 3. MEPARC Binders

Box 39:
Binder II: Executive Reports; March 1988 – November 1998
Binder II & III: Legislative Analysis; January 1985 – November 1986
Binder III (1/10): Legislative Analysis; February 1987 – January/February 1988

Box 40:
Binder III (4/10): Legislative Analysis; April 1990 – February 1991

Box 41:
Binder III (7/10): Legislative Analysis; August/September 1992 – June 1993
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Box 42:
Binder III (8/10): Legislative Analysis; July/August 1993 – December 1993
Binder III (9/10): Legislative Analysis; December 1998 – October 1998 *loose
Binder III (10/10): Legislative Analysis; January 1999 – September 1999

Box 43:
Binder IV: Media Analysis; May 1984 – January/February 1996
Binder VI: Lobbies & Interest Groups and PAC Reports; January 1985 – April 1993

Box 44:
(List of reps. And their contacts with newspapers, local companies with business in the Middle East and PAC contributors with business in the Middle East.)
Binder VIII: Executive Branch Personnel (includes name, title, building, room number and direct line); September 1984; Access to Congress (source and amount of campaign contributions from PACs sponsored by American companies with operations in the Arab World in the 1984 election); October 1985; Senate Profiles; October/November 1993 – November/December 1996
Binder IX (1/7): House Profiles; 1984 (includes MEPARC ratings for each person – favorable, unfavorable, inconclusive, etc); House Profiles; June 1990

Box 45:
Binder IX (2/7): House Profiles; June 1990 – November/December 1990
Binder IX (4/7): House Profiles; October/November 1992 – April 1993

Box 46:
Binder IX (5/7): House Profiles; February/March 1992 – August/September 1992
Binder IX (7/7): House Profiles; July 1998 – September 1999

Box 47:
Binder XII (2/2): Congressional Profiles, M-Z; September 1985 – July/August 1993
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Box 48:
Binder XV: Executive Reports; May 1984 – January/February 1988
Binder XVI: Status Reports; May 1984 – December 1984
Binder XVIII: Misc. Documents (mainly transcripts); August 1999 – September 1999

Series 4: Self Bound Books and Theses

Box 49: Self-bound books
Ansara, James; The Immigration and Settlement of the Syrians

Box 50: Self-bound books
Al-Kindichie, Amer Ibrahim; Al-Arab fi al-mahjar al-amriki: wuju’duhum, jam’iyatuhum, sihafatuhum (Arab Immigrants in the United States: Settlements, Press, and Organizations)

Box 51:
Bennani, Ben; Camel's Bite: Poems by Ben Bennani
Atiyah, Edward; Pamphlets on Arab Affairs No. 1-8
Bazzi, Michael J.; The Jubilee Of The Year 2000 Church Directory Of The Chaldean Catholic Community Of San Diego
Bazzi, Michael J.; Chaldeans: Present and Past
Barlow, Elizabeth Ed. Evaluation of Secondary-Level Textbooks for Coverage of the Middle East and North Africa
Bagnole, John W.; TEFL, perceptions, and the arab world with A Case Study of the Universityt of Garyounis (Benghazi) (Occasional Paper #3)
Barghouti, Iyad; Palestinian Americans: Socio Political Attitudes Of Palestinian Americans Towards The Arab-Israeli Conflict (Occasional Paper #38)
Barakat, Layyah; A Message From Mount Lebanon
Banki, Judith Hershcopf; Christian Reactions to the Middle East Crisis: New Agenda For Interreligious Dialogue
Bancroft, Hubert Howe; The Book Of The Fair An Historical And Descriptive Presentation Of The World's Science, Art, and Industry as Viewed through the Columbian Exposition at Chicago in 1893
Baker, Peter; Memoris of an Arctic Arab: A free trader in the Canadian North. The years 1907-1927
Arida, Nasib and Sabri Andria. The Syrian American Directory Alamanc
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Ayoob, Joseph Corey; Ancient Inscriptions in the New World or Were the Phoenicians the First to Discover America?
Axelroth, Dr. Dorothy G, Schoolman, Rabbi Leonard A.; Behind The Arab Mind: A Four Week Teaching Unit for School and Camp
Ayouby, Kenneth Kahtan; "Speak American!" Or Language, Power, And Education In Dearborn, Michigan: A Case Study Of Arabic Heritage Learners And Their Community.
Awid, Richard & Haymour, Jim; A Salute To The Arab Pioneers of Northern Alberta
Awid, Richard Asmet; Through The Eyes Of The Son: A Factual History About Canadian Arabs
Awad, Joseph; The Big Bang: a poem in twelve cantos
Awad, Joseph; Leaning To Hear The Music
Awad, Joseph; The Neon Distances
Atiyeh, Wadeeha; Scheherazade Cooks!
Bogolepov, Alexander A.; Toward An American Orthodox Church: The Establishment of an Autocephalous Orthodox Church
Blythe, John; "To Live In Hearts We Leave Behind Is Not To Die": Lebanese Voices Of North Carolina
Blatty, William Peter; John Goldfarb, Please Come Home!
Atiyeh, Wadeeha; Ali Baba And The Forty Thieves
Blatty, William Peter; Which Way to Mecca, Jack?
Bird, Rev. Isaac; Bible Work In Bible Lands; Or, Events In The History Of The Syria Mission
Bishara, Kalil A.; The Origin of the Modern Syrian

Box 52:
Bozorgmehr, Mehdi, Feldman Alison Eds.; Middle Eastern Disapora Communities In America: Proceedings of the 17th Annual Summer Institute of the Joint Center for Near Eastern Studies of New York University and Princeton University
Chiha, Michel; Lebanon At Home And Abroad
Christgau, Alice E.; The Laugh Peddler
Zayek, Frances M.; The Consecration of the New Maronite Church
La Communauta Marocaine A L'etranger
Coleman, Dr. James M.; Aesculapius On The Colorado: The Story Of Medical Practice In Travis County To 1899
St. Thomas the Apostle Chaldean Catholic Diocese; Chaldean Directory: 2000-2001. Though we are many... We are one.
Pomeroy, Annette W. & Ahmad, Catherine W.; Middle East Resource Center: Teaching Material Catalogue
Caroline Zachry Institute Of Human Development and the Common Council For American Unity; Around The World In New York, A Guide to the City’s Nationality Groups
Carhart, Alfreda Post; It Happened in Syria
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Canadian Islamic Congress; Anti-Islam in the Media Summary of the 6th Annual Report For The Year 2003

Canadian Arab Federation; Arabs in Canada: Proudly Canadian and Marginalized: Report on the findings and recommendations of the study Arab Canadians: Charting the Future

CAIR; A Rush To Judgement: A Special Report on Anti-Muslim Stereotyping Harassment and Hate Crimes Following the Bombing of Oklahoma City's Murrah Federal Building, April 19, 1995

Buonaventura, Wendy; Belly Dancing: The Serpent and the Sphinx

Buckley, Anees K.; Loversville

Buaben, Jabal Muhammad; Image of the Prophet Muhammad in the West: A Study of Muir, Margoliouth, and Watt

Brux, Adolh August; A Collection of Arabic Letters Written Chiefly By Members Of The Greek Catholic Melchite Clergy

Bruns, Carolyn Evans; Teaching English As A Second Language And Culture To Chaldean-American Immigrants In Occupations Related To The Food And Beverage Industry

Chevron, Eve; The Syrian Americans Of The Greater Bridgeport Area: A Sociological Survey

Sellin, Thorsten Ed.; The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science: Reappraising Our Immigration Policy

Boewe, Charles; American-Egyptian Educational Exchange 1975-1980

Whitney, Christopher B.; Task Force Series, Strengthening America: The Civil and Political Integration of Muslim Americans
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Ezhaya, Joseph; Lebanese-American Oral History

Arab Republic Of Egypt: Ministry Of Foreign Affairs, The Egyptian Community In The U.S.A.

Dweik, Bader; The Yeminites Of Lackawanna, New York: A Community Profile

Ebert, Justus; The Trial of a New Society

Livonia Public Schools; Ethnic Heritage Studies Pertaining to Arabic Culture: Resource Supplement of Student Materials for Six Teaching Units for Secondary Schools

Davis, James J.; Selective Immigration

Moffett, J. Robert; Transfigured: The Autobiography Of Solomon D. David, M.D.

Duncan, Norman; The Soul Of The Street: Correlated Stories Of The New York Syrian Quarter

Dimond, E. Grey; Inside China Today: A Western View

Farah, Mark; Janet and Assad Family Histories

Edwardes, Allen; The Jewel in the Lotus: A Historical Survey Of The Sexual Culture Of The East
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Council On Islamic Education; Teaching About Islam and Muslims in the Public School Classroom
Cush, eer, Bernard; This Is The One: Messenger Elijah Muhammad We Need Not Look For Another
Deeb, Wadih Amin; Arabic Poetry In The Americas
Emmett, Chris; Texas Camel Tales
Ethnic Heritage Studies Program; Ethnic Heritage Studies Curriculum Model
Eterovich, Adam S.; Eastern Orthodox Church Directory of the United States
Hannon, Jerome D.; Dedication of the Newly Renovated Edifice of St. George Maronie Church, Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania
Denison House; Denison House: The College Settlement in Boston. Annual Report, October 1, 1915
International Press Seminar; Crossed Wires: The Problems in media relations on both sides between the Arabs and the West.
Eid, Joseph; AL'ombre des Cedres (French)
Faraj, Jean; La Situation Juridique De L'eglise Grecque Melkite Catholique Au Canada 1892-1992 (French)
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Haddad, Ibrahim K.; Contender
Haddad, George; Mount Lebanon to Vermont: Autobiography of George Haddad
Haddad, R.G.; Development of Arabic Poetry (2)
Haddad, Ibrahim K.; Polygon
Feldman, Shai; JCSS Special Study U.S. Middle East Policy; The Domestic Setting
Haddad, John; Astronomy and Astronomers by Exarch John Haddad
Ford, Henry Chapman; "Anna Ascends" The Syrian World, vol. 2 nos. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8
Forzley, Bashara Kalil; An Autobiography of Bashara Kalil Forzley (2)
Rahhahman, Abduhl; A Statement With Regard To The Moorish Prince
Gabriel, Philip Louis; Citizen From Lebanon
Germanus (Bishop); Syrian Orthodox Church in North America
Gardner, R.C.; Ethnic Stereotypes: The Traditional Approach, A New Look
Gabriel, Philip Louis; I Found America
Fuller, Ambrose; The League of Minnesota Municipalities Publication #4: Licensing Transient Merchants and Peddlers. A Model Ordinance.
Fowler, Harlan D.; Camels to California
The First Mihrajan of Al-Bayan Conference Publication; The First Arab American People To People Dialogue
Haddad, Abdul; City of Bronze
Haddad, Abdo; Parrot And Peacock
Haddad, Abdo; Moods
Haddad, Abdo; We Brief Mechanics
Haddad, Abdo; Oriental Fable Talk
Hawie, Ashad G.; The Rainbow Ends
Mental Health Materials Center, Inc.; Self Involvement in the Middle East Conflict
Gray, Arthur Amos; Men Who Built the West
Glasscock, Sarah J.; Immigration: 5 Short Plays for the Classroom With Background Information, Writing Prompts, and Creative Activities
Ghougassian, Joseph P.; Kahlil Gibran: Wings Of Thought, The People's Philosopher
Ghali, Waguih; Beer in the Snooker Club
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Hanania, Ray; The Grape Leaves of Wrath Part II of the Palestinian Trilogy
Hanania, Ray; The Grape Leaves of Wrath The Novel on the Tragedy of Palestine
Hanania, Ray; The Door of God: Chicago's Arab American Community and a History of Arabs in America.
Hanania, Ray; Lentil Soup for the Arab American Soul "Strike Back"
Hamid, George; Circus
Hitti, Philip K.; The Institute of International Education Guide Book for Foreign Students in the United States
Hitti, Philip K; Antonios Bishallani The First Syrian Immigrant to the New World (Arabic)
Hamod, Sam; The Famous Boating Party
Hamod, Sam; Dying with the Wrong Name: New and Selected Poems
Hazo, Samuel; The Feast of Icarus
Hazo, Samuel; The Quiet Wars
Hassan, Harwin; The Memory Garden of Miguel Carranza
Hasheemah, Abdallah; Min Ard al-Ghadd (Arabic) (From Tomorrow Land)
Hanafi, Sari; Entre Deux Mondes: Les Hommes D'Affaires Palestiniens De La Diaspora et La Construction De L'Entite Palestinienne
Husain, A; Woods, J.E., Akhter, J.; Muslims in America Opportunities and Challenges
Hourani, Cecil; An Unfinished Odyssey Lebanon and beyond
Hefley, James and Marti; The Liberated Palestinian: The Anis Shorrosh Story
Howe, Russell W.; Trott, Sarah H.; The Power Peddlers: How Lobbyists Mold America’s Foreign Policy
Howard, Lila M.; The Study of A Christian Arab Community
Husain, Zohra; Muslims in the Canadian Mosaic: Socio-Cultural and Economic links with Their Countries of origin
Haymour, Eddy; From Nut House to Castle: The Eddy Haymour Story
Doumato, Eleanor; The Arabic-Speaking People In Rhode Island: A Centenary Celebration
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Hallenbeck, Cleve; The Journey of Fray Marcos de Niza
Arab Human Service Workers Coalition; Human Service Directory: Arab Community-Metro Detroit 1981-82
Hudson, Aida; Arab-American Health in Michigan: University of Michigan School of Public Health
Hilton, Suzanne; Here Today and Gone Tomorrow: The Story of World's Fairs and Expositions
Hoodfar, Homa; The Veil in their Minds and on our Heads: the Persistence of Colonial Images of Muslim Women
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Karam, Afifa; Badi’a and Fuad (Arabic)
al-Kabis, Inad Ismail; The Rebellion of Emigre Literature Against Bigotry (Arabic)
Jones, Fred Mitchell; Middlemen in the Domestic Trade of the United States, 1800-1860
Johnson, James Ralph; Camels West
Jacobs, Dr. Joseph J.; Jacobs Engineering Group Inc.: A Story of Pride, Reputation, and Integrity
Ilyas, Idwar; Sight-Seeing Of Countries Pt. 1-2 (*2*?)
Ilyas, Ibn; Le Plus Ancien Voyage Dun Oriental en Amerique 1668-1683 (French & Arabic)
Iddah, Imil; The Phoenicians and the Discovery of America (Arabic)
al-‘Id, Yusuf; Travels in the New World (Arabic)
Karam, Afifa; Fatima, The Bedouin (Arabic)
Ibish, Hussein, Stewart, Anne; Report on Hate Crimes and Discrimination Against Arab Americans: The Post-September 11 Backlash September 11, 2001-October 11, 2002
Karam, Afifa; The Beautiful Girl of Amshit (Arabic)
Jullian, Philippe; The Orientalists: European Painters of Eastern Scenes
Juha, Farid; Arabism in Émigré Poetry (Arabic)
Jubran, Faraj; Ibn Batutah al-Thani
Ishaya, Arian B.; The Role Of Minorities In The State: History Of The Assyrian Experience Institute of Arab American Affairs, Inc.; Papers on Palestine: A Collection Of Statements, Articles, And Letters Dealing With The Palestine Problem (2)
Joseph, Lawrence; Before Our Eyes
Johnson, Rossiter; A History Of The World's Columbian Exposition. Held In Chicago In 1893 Vol. 1-4
Jabara, Albert M.; The Sonnet Gate & The Poem Cell (2)
Jabara, Albert M.; A Life Of Many Paths
Jabara, Albert M.; Thoughts Fall Like Rain
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Kherbawi, Rev. Basil M.; History of The United States (Arabic) (2)
Kherbawi, Rev. Basil M.; History of Syrian Emigration Illustrated
Kheirallah, G.; The Life of Gibran Khalil Gibran and His Procession (3) (LITTLE SYRIA)
Kheiralla, Ibrahim George; The Identity and the Personality of God
Kheiralla, Ibrahim George; Immortality: Hereafter Of Man's Soul And Mind Man Never Dies
Kheiralla, Ibrahim George; The Door Of True Religion. Revelation From The East.
Kheiralla, Ibrahim George; An Epistle Of Peace
Kfourey, Philippe Daher; The Future Of Our Country: Reflections Addressed To The Lebanese People
Kfourey, Philippe Daher; Directive De Libanais (French) (2)
Kettani, M. Ali; Muslim Minorities In The World Today
Kayat, Assaad Yakoob; The Eastern Traveller's Interpreter: Or Arabic Without A Teacher
Kayal, Philip M.; The Syrian Experience In America: The Role Of The Churches In The Assimilatory Process
Karam, Afifa; Regent's Daughter? (Arabic)
Khalidy, Dr. Mustafa; Missionaries and Imperialism (Arabic)
Khaldah, A.; El Ferassah Cheirosophy (LITTLE SYRIA)
al-Kayyali, Sami; The Diary of an Arab in America (Arabic)
Kennedy, N. Brent & Robyn Vaughan; The Melungeons: The Resurrection of a Proud People. An Untold Story of Ethnic Cleansing in America
Karim, Karim H.; Images Of Arabs And Muslims
Karim, Karim H.; Ethnicity and the Mass Media in Canada: An Annotated Bibliography
Karim, Karim H.; From Ethnic Media to Global Media: Transnational Communication Networks Among Diasporic Communities
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Marbach, Rev. Joseph Francis; Marriage Legislation for the Catholics of the Oriental Rites in the United States and Canada
Maloof, Joseph N.; The Secrets Of Yildiz (Arabic)
Maloof, Joseph L.; A New Order of Things: Analyzing President Roosevelt's First Message to the 74th Congress of the United States of America In the Light of Social Justice
Maloof, Sam; Woodworker
Malooly, Gilbert; The Syrian People In El Paso
MacEwen, Gwendolyn; The Honey Drum: seven tales from Arab lands
Lovelace, Maud Hart The Trees Kneel at Christmas
Lofti, Abdelhamid; Muslims on the Block; five centuries of Islam in America
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Maloof, Alexander; Six Syrian Songs: Revised and Arranged for Piano
Mahmassani, Abdul Hafiz; Lebanon and Syria at Home and Abroad (Arabic)
Maloof, Alexander; Twelve Arabic Popular Songs
Maloof, Alexander; Syrian Popular Songs
Khuri, Alfred; Arabic Literature in the Mahjar (Arabic) (2)
Lammens, Henry; The Syrian Journey Through Central and South America (Arabic)
Labaky, Father Mansour; Cedars of Lebanon Hymnal 2nd Edition
Khodr, Hekmat ed.; Lebanon Abroad Vol. 2
Majaj, Lisa Suhair; Contested Ground: Poetry and Prose
Kherbawi, Rev. Basil M.; History of the Syrian Emigration Part 7 of The History of the United States (Arabic)
Maloof, Alexander; Music of the Orient for Piano
Maloof, Alexander; Know Your Music
Mallon, Elias D.; Neighbors: Muslims in North America
Markham, Henry; Touring America (Arabic translation of French)
Mansur, Frank L.; Train For Sherwood: A Suspensive Comedy in One Act
Mansur, Frank L.; The Ugly Duckling: A Comedy in One Act
Mansur, Frank L.; So This Is Love: A Farce in Three Acts
Mansour, Riyad; The Palestinian Community in the United States of America: Its Present Status and Development Horizons (Arabic)
al-Ma’luf, Fawzi; Ibn Hamid (Arabic)
Malouf, A.M.; Everyday Philosophy From The Near East To The Far West
Lewis, Justin, Jhally, Sut, and Michael Morgan; The Gulf War: A Study Of The Media, Public Opinion, & Public Knowledge
Levy, Donald; A Report Of The Location Of Nationality Groups In Greater Cleveland
Lee, Michael S.; Healing the Nation: The Arab American Experience After September 11
Labaki, Dr. George T.; The Maronites In The United States
Kwaiter, Father Elias; The Parish with a Mission: The Parish of St. Savior in Montreal
Kotler, Grega, Kuncaitis, Violetta; Bibliography of Ethnic Heritage Studies Program Materials
Klee, Kathleen Garnett Bombyk; Self Esteem And Language Achievement Among Arab Adults Studying English As A Second Language

Box 59: Self-bound books
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Muslim Public Affairs Council; A Review Of U.S. Counterterrorism Policy: American Muslim Critique & Recommendations
Moussali, Ahmad S.; Radical Islamic Fundamentalism: The Ideological and Political Discourse of Sayyid Qutb
Mounawad, Wajdi; Wedding Day at the Cro-Magnons'
Moses, John G.; The Lebanese In America
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Mokarzel, Naoum; Mukhtarat al-Khawater
Mokarzel, Mary; Al-Hoda, 1898-1968: The Story of Lebanon and Its Emigrants as Taken from the Newspaper Al-Hoda
Moghabghab, Rev. Faddoul; The Shepherd Song On the Hills of Lebanon: The 23rd Psalm Illustrated and Explained
Midway Types: A Book of Illustrated Lessons About The People of the Midway Plaisance.
World's Fair 1893
Metropolitan Antony Bashir: an appreciation 1936-1961
In Memoriam: Metropolitan Antony Bashir
The Melkite Exarchate; Melkites in America: A Directory and Informative Handbook
Institute of Arab American Affairs, Inc.; Memorandum of the Institute of Arab American Affairs, Inc. on The Recommendations of the Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry
Mattar, Philip ed.; Encyclopedia Of The Palestinians
Mayer, Albert; Ethnic Groups In Detroit: 1951
Mu‘annaq, Jurj ; Lebanon in the World (Arabic)
Moore, Kathleen; The Unfamiliar Abode: Construction of an Islamic Diasporic Jurisprudence-Incomplete
Mokarzel, Naoum; Selected Mediations (Arabic)
Mokarzel, Naoum; The History of Trade of Syrian Immigrants in the Americas (Arabic)
Mirza, Zuheir; The Poetry of Iliyya Abu-Madi, The Greatest Émigré Poet (Arabic)
Miller, Lucius Hopkins; A Study Of The Syrian Communities Of Greater New York
McCullough, Edo; World's Fair Midways
Michigan State University; Arab Community In Wayne County, Michigan: Behavior Risk Factor Survey 1994
McDermott, Mustafa Yusuf; The Muslim Guide: For Teachers, Employers, Community, and Social Administrators in Britain
Melhem, D.H.; Rest In Love
Melhem, D.H.; Children Of The House Afire/ More Notes on 94th Street
Mashood, Nabil; In Their Own Voices: Palestinian Teenage Refugees and Immigrants Speak Out
Marshall, Jack; Surviving in America
Jurjis, Bishara; Memoirs of Bishara Jurjis Al-Barawi about the Four Years of the Wars 1914-1918 (Arabic)
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Nye, Naomi Shihab; Poets Of The Lake
Nu‘man, Fareed H.; The Muslim Population in the United States "A Brief Statement" (2)
Nu‘man, Muhammad Armiya; Muslim Names And Their Meanings
Nimer, Mohamed; Muslims And The 1996 Elections: Survey of American Muslim Public Attitudes: Selected Questions on Domestic Issues
Neumann, Iver B.; Uses of the Other: "The East" in European Identity Formation
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Naimy, Mikhail; Memoirs of a Vagrant Soul Or The Pitted Face
Naimy, Mikhail; Sab'oun I-III (Arabic)
Naimy, Mikhail; Father and Sons (Arabic)
Naimy, Mikhail; "Till We Meet..." And Twelve Other Stories
Ali, Muhammad; The Trip of His Excellency Muhammad Ali Pasha... to North America (Arabic)
Mulhern, Lorice Fiani; Realms of Enchantment
Mulhern, Lorice Fiani; The Substance And The Dream
Nimeh, Dr. William; History of the Lebanon Illustrated
New York Domestic And Foreign Missionary Society; Neighbors: Studies In Immigration From The Standpoint Of The Episcopal Church
Neerland, Charles Stephen; Monsignor Owen J. Rowan, Pastor of the Church of St. Helena, 1913 to 1966
National Association of the Federations of Syrian and Lebanese American Clubs; 1959 Overseas Convention and Pilgrimage in the Middle East (Arabic)
Nassar, Rev. Seraphim; Christianity: A Fulfillment of Judaism
Nassar, Noble J.; One Jerusalem Is Not Enough: A Drama In Six Acts
Nassar, Eugene Paul; Memories Of East Utica Pt. 1
Nassar, Eugene Paul; Selections from a Prose Poem East Utica
Nash'at, Kamal; Emigré Poetry (Arabic)
Naimy, Mikhail; Father than Moscow and Washington (Arabic)
Naimy, Mikhail; Once upon a time (Arabic)
The Lebanese Gazette (Arabic)
Nahas, Nickolas A.; The Miroir Of Antioch In North America (Arabic)
Fiani, Lorice S.; The Collected Poems of Lorice S. Fiani
The Muslim World League; Proceedings of the First Islamic Conference of North America NAAA; Policy Platform 1994
Nadwi, Syed Abul Hasan; Muslims In The West: The Message and Mission
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Nye, Naomi Shihab; Baby Radar
Rihani, Ameen; The Disasters (Arabic)
Rihani, Ameen; Record of Penitence (Arabic)
Rihani, Ameen; The Tripartite Alliance in the Animal Kingdom (Arabic)
Rihani, Ameen; A Chant Of Mystics And Other Poems
Rihani, Ameen; Amin Rihani (Arabic)
Rihani, Ameen; The Muleter and the Priest (Arabic)
Rihani, Ameen; The Letters of Ameen Rihani, 1896-1940 (Arabic)
Rigou, Emile; Astonishing Travels to the Land of Gold (Arabic)(3)
al-Rabitah al-Qalamiyah; The Pen League Collection for 1921 (Arabic)
Putnam, F.W.; Oriental And Occidental Northern And Southern Portrait Types Of The Midway Plaisance
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Presbyterian Educational Resource Center; Interpretation Resource For Understanding Arab Americans And Muslims
Pine, Tilli S. & Levine, Joseph; The Arabs Knew
Peduzzi, Kelli; People Who Have Helped The World: Ralph Nader
St. Maron Church; Parishioners of St. Maron Church
Nye, Naomi Shihab; Painbrush: A Journal Of Poetry, Translations, And Letters
Paine, Perry G.; A Study Of The Middle East Community In The Detroit Metropolitan Area
Opoku-Dapaah, Edward; Somali Refugees in Toronto: A Profile
Rashid, A.; The Muslim Canadian, A Profile
Ohan, Farid E. & Hayani, Ibrahim; The Arabs in Ontario: A Misunderstood Community
Qunsul, Ilyas; The Tragedy of the Arabic Language in American Emigrant Communities
Quick, Abdullah Hakim; Deeper Roots: Muslims in the Americas and the Caribbean From Before Columbus To the Present
al-Rafi'I, Mustafa; We and America
Radio Stations In the United States Broadcasting Foreign Language Programs
Rabbath, Edmond; "Esquisse sur les populations Syriennes," (French)
Archbishop Aftimios Ofiesh (1880-1966) A Biography Revealing his Contribution to Orthodoxy and Christendom
Parishes Of The Catholic Church Diocese Of Cleveland History & Records
Mohieddine, Rida; Arab Rhetorical Excellence in the 20th Century (Arabic)
Qasem, Jamal Zakaria; Al-Arab fi amrika (The Arabs in America) (Arabic)
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Salem, Ali; My Story with Ira (Arabic)
Saleeby, Najeeb David; A Brief History Of The Saleeby-Saliba Clan And Their Branches
Saleeby, Najeeb David; The Language Of Education Of The Phillipine Islands
Rustum, Michael A.; The Stranger in the West Vol. 1 (Arabic)
Rustum, Michael A.; The Stranger in the West Vol. 3 (Arabic) (2)
Safa, Elie; L’Emigration Libanaise (French)
Sady, Rev. Elias; Syrian Directory of the State of California
Rustum, As’ad Rustum’s Book of Poetry (Arabic)
Sa’adah, Sajan Arij; Travelers’ Guide and the History of America (Arabic)
Rustum, Michael A.; The Stranger in the West Vol. 2 (Arabic)
Rustum, As’ad; al-Rustumiyyat/ Rustum Poems (Arabic)
Rustum, As’ad; Diwan Rustum
Roberts, Peter; Immigrant Races In North America
Rufail, Yaqub; al-Shawa’ir al-sharifa/The Noble Sentiments Vol. 1 (Arabic)
Rufail, Yaqub; al-Shawa’ir al-sharifa/The Noble Sentiments Vol. 2 (Arabic)
Roberts, Peter; The New Immigration: A Study Of The Industrial And Social Life Of Southeastern Europeans In America
Rihbany, Abraham Mitre; The Five Interpretations Of Jesus
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Rose, Jean Martha; The Writings of Khalil Gibran
Sabbagh, Sandy; Terre Haute’s Arab-Americans

Box 64:
Speir, Rev. Peter F.; The Language of Christ in America or Place of the Syrian Maronites in History
Shaaban, Dr. Farouk A.; Conditions And Motivations Of The Migration Of Talent From The Arab Countries Into The United States: Findings And Policy Considerations
Shabbas, Audrey, El-Shaieb, Carol & Ahlam An-Nabulsi; The Arabs: Activities For The Elementary School Level
Shaheen, Azeez; Ramallah: Its History and Its Genealogies
Shafiq, Muhammad; Growth Of Islamic Thought In North America: Focus on Isma’il Raj al Faruqi
Scott, Gertrude M.; Village Performance: Villages At The Chicago World's Columbian Exposition
Scarpace, Jean; The Ethnic Experience In Maryland: A Bibliography Of Resources
Shadid, Michael A.; Crusading Doctor: My Fight For Cooperative Medicine
Shihadhah, Butrus Ilyas; History of America (Arabic)
Shadid, Michael A.; Principles Of Cooperative Medicine
Scoville, Sheila A.; Media Briefing Packet: The Middle East
Sanchez, Carol Lee; She) poems/
Saliba, Najib; Emigration from Syria and the Syrian Lebanese Community of Worcester, MA
Seltzer, Carl C.; Contributions To The Racial Anthropology Of The Near East Vol. 13 No.3/Vol. 16 No.2
Schmidt, Garbi; American Medina: A Study of the Sunni Muslim Immigrant Communities in Chicago / Lund Studies In History Of Religions Vol. 8
Selim, Sarkis; The United Hearts in the United States (Arabic)
Sherfan, Andrew Dib; Kahlil Gibran: The Nature Of Love
Shadid, Michael A.; How To Live A Hundred Years
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Malouf, B.I.; Pacific Syrian-American Guide for Arizona, California, New Mexico, Nevada, Oregon, Texas, Washington
Butler, W.E. ed.; Memorandum on the Application of the Mandatory System of the League Of Nations by France In Syria
Syrian Canadian National Committee of St. Elijah's Church Society; The Syrian Canadian National Review: A Historical Sketch Of The Syrian Element In The Canadian Family Of Races
Tarakdjian, Elie; Entre L'Arbre Et L'ecorce (French)
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Saliba, Philip; 21st Annual Archdiocese Convention, St. Nicholas Orthodox Church, San Francisco, CA, 1966
Swanson, Jon and Margarete Olson; Six Teaching Units For Secondary Schools Pertaining To Arabic Culture: Ethnic Heritage Curriculum Model
Sutton, Joseph A.D.; Magic Carpet: Aleppo In Flatbush: The Story of a Unique Ethnic Jewish Community
St. Thomas Orthodox Church Sioux City, Iowa; 50th Anniversary, 1916-1966
St. Thomas Orthodox Church Sioux City, Iowa; 60th Anniversary, 1916-1976
North Dakota State Historical Society; "Interviews with Immigrants from Syrian and Lebanon to North Dakota
Solomon, Eva Kouri; Gems of the Heart
Skurzynski, Gloria; Two Folks and a Faker: Three Lebanese Folk Tales
Siddique, Kaukab; The Struggle Of Muslim Women
Shorrosh, Dr. Anis A.; Jesus, Prophecy, and the Middle East
Shidak, Asad Esh; American Board Of Commissioners For Foreign Missions Missionary Paper No. 8
Shuraydi, Muhammad A.; The Cultural Background of Arabic-speaking Children in the Public School System in the United States
The Syrian World IV (7-9); April, May, June 1932
Zayek, Frances M.; The Consecration of the New Maronite Church 1892-1970 St. Maron St. Anthony's Maronite Church; St. Anthony's Maronite Church 50th Golden Jubilee 1919-1969

Box 66:
Leeuwen, Marianne van; Americans and the Palestinian Question: The U.S. Public Debate on Palestinian Nationhood, 1973-1988
Van Slyke, Lucille Baldwin; Eve’s Other Children (LITTLE SYRIA EXHIBIT?)
U.S. House of Representatives; Annual Report Of The Commissioner-General Of Immigration For The Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1903
U.S. House of Representatives; Certain Reports Of Immigrant Inspector Marcus Braun. Letter From The Secretary Of Commerce And Labor Transmitting In Response To The Inquiry Of The House, Certain Reports Made By Immigrant Inspector Marcus Braun (2)
U.S. Senate; Senate Documents Vol. 9 61st Congress 3rd Session December 5, 1910-March 4, 1911
U.S. House of Representatives; Wagon Raod From Ft. Defiance To The Colorado River. Letter From The Secretary Of War Transmitting The Report Of The Superintendent Of The Wagon Road From Ft. Defiance To The Colorado River
U.S. Commission On Civil Rights; Civil Rights Issues Facing Muslims and Arab Americans In Ohio Post-September 11
Upson, Stephen H.R.; Orthodox Church History 2nd/3rd Edition
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Thayer, Stuart; Annals Of The American Circus Vol. II 1830-1847
Wakin, Edward; The Lebanese and Syrians in America (2)
Totah, Khalil A.; Journal of Khalil A. Totah
Thabit, Shukrie; My Favorite Furnished Room Stories
Tedesdell, Lee S., Fey, Joel T., Frohlich, Judy L., Henry, Tarita L., and William Heyland; The Way We Were: Arab Americans In Central Iowa. An oral history
Trad, Monsignor John; The Illustrated History of St. George Maronite Families
Totah, Khalil A.; My Four And A Half Years In New York
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Abbas, Isham & Najm, Mohammad; Émigré Arabic Poetry: North America (Arabic)
Abduh, Murshid; Suffering Souls (Arabic)
Abduh, Murshid; Between Duty and Love (Arabic)
Abduh, Murshid; Visions of Life (Arabic)
Abulrazak, Fawzi; Mundus Arabicus, Vol. 1 (Arabic)
Zureik, Elia T.; Community Needs Assesment Of The Arabs In Canada
Zogby, Wadih; My Story
Ziadeh, Farhat J & Allen, Calvin H.; The Evaluation of the Treatment of Egypt in American Primary and Secondary School Literature
Ziad Abu Eain Defense Committee; The Extradition Of Ziad Abu Eain: A Dangerous Precedent for Americans
Abdul-Wahab, Abdul-Rahim Salem; The Emigration of the North Yemen Work Force (Arabic)
Abduh, Murshid; On the Stage of Life (Arabic)
Wasfi, Atif A.; An Islamic Lebanese Community in U.S.A.
Zaman, Sadia ed.; At My Mother’s Feet: Stories Of Muslim Women
World Lebanese Cultural Union; World Lebanese Cultural Union
Woodward, Arthur; Camels and Surveyors in Death Valley
Witte, Victoria ; Materials Relating To The Ethnic Heritage Of St. Louis In The Washington University Libraries A Bibliography
Williams, Sylvia H.; Mohammad Omer Khalil Etchings/Amir I.M. Nour Sculpture
Whidden, Michael J.; Unequal Justice: Arabs in America
Aarif al-hagiga; Hirodus. The New Herod (Arabic)
Abisleiman, Wady; Adam and Eve Vol. 1 (Arabic) (3)
Abi, Yunus, Yusuf, Rufail; Tagat al-ashwak (Arabic)
Abinader, Ilyas Jirjis Shibbel; Thaurat al-duruziyyah fi al-aradu al-libnaniyyah
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Buckleh, Anees K.; Adam and Eve: Useful Stories In Domestic Affairs In The Arabic Language (Arabic)
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Daghir, Yusuf As'ad; Sources of Literary Criticism Vol.2 (Arabic)
Arbeely, A.J.; The Mystery Solved-Sex Controlled in Reproduction (Arabic)
Daghir, Yusuf As'ad; Sources of Literary Study Vol.3, Pt.2 (Arabic)
Durakorithc, As'ad; The Emigrant Theory of Excellence in Arab Literary Criticism (Arabic)
Buckleh, Anees K.; Short And Sweet: A book of Knowledge, Wit and Humor in the Arabic Language (Arabic) (2)
Daghir, Yusuf As'ad; Lebanese Emigration (Arabic)
Buckleh, Anees K.; Accomodation: A Novel In The Arabic Language (Arabic)
Buckleh, Anees K.; Chief Of Knowledge In The Arabic Language (Arabic)
Buckleh, Anees K.; Philosophy Of Subjects: A Book Of Knowledge, Science, And Arts In The Arabic Language (Arabic) (2)
Daher, Khalil; Poetry and Poems (Arabic)
Dalia, Khader, Isamaif; Deir Dibwan between the Past and the Present (Arabic)
Bogtor, Amir; Life in America (Arabic)
Baz, Abd al-Karim Ali; The Lies [Slander] of Phillip Hitti and Karl Bruckelman about Islamic History (Arabic)
Bahjat, Ahmad; A Traveler's Contemplations (Arabic)
Ashur, Radwa; The Trip: The Diary of a Female Egyptian Student in America
Nordquist, Joan ed.; Contemporary Social Issues: A Bibliographic Series No. 70 "Arab And Muslim Americans Of Middle Eastern Origin: Social And Political Aspects A Bibliography
Ayyub, Rashid; (Arabic)
Awad, Mahmoud; Masri bi-Million Dollar! (Arabic)
Moses, John G.; Annotated Index to the Syrian World, 1926-1932
Arbeely, Ibrahim Youssef; The Pleasures of Spiritualism (Arabic)
Awad, Mahmoud; A Romantic Journey (Arabic)
Ayoob, Joseph Corey; The Rock of Baraheeba or The Phoenicians Discover America
Buckleh, Anees K.; (Arabic)
Buckleh, Anees K.; (Arabic)
Buckleh, Anees K.; Life Of The Party: A Book Of Knowledge, Wit, And Humor (Arabic)
Buckleh, Anees K.; The Professor: A Useful Book In The Arabic Language To Brighten The Mind And Add Knowledge Upon Knowledge
Arabic Bilingual Kindergarten: A Teacher's Guide (Arabic)
Buckleh, Anees K.; The Inner Face: A Novel In The Arabic Language (2) (Arabic)
Bishara, Khalil Assaf; The Glory of Lebanon (Arabic)

Box 69:
Boullata, Kamal Ed.; And Not Surrender: American Poets on Lebanon, Arab American Cultural Foundation, Washington D.C., 1982

Edited August 27, 2018
U.S. Census Bureau; Census of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 1905 Wright & Potter Printing Co., State Printers, 1905
CAIR; The Status of Muslim Civil Rights in the United States: Stereotypes and Civil Liberties Council on American Islamic Relations Research Center, 2002
CAIR; Islam and Muslims: A Poll of American Public Opinion Council on American Islamic Relations Research Center, August 2004
District of Columbia, Maryland, and Virginia; Advisory Committees to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Civil Rights Concerns in the Metropolitan Washington D.C., Area in the Aftermath of the September 11, 2001, Tragedies
District of Columbia, Maryland, and Virginia; Advisory Committees to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, June, 2003
Hannon, Jerome D.; Dedication of the Newly Renovated Edifice of St. George Maronie Church, Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, 1957
Haddad, John; Choice of Choices, Chicago, 1905
Hecock, Donald S. Ph.D; Detroit Voters and Recent Elections, Detroit Bureau of Governmental Research Inc, 1938
Singh, Amardeep; We Are Not the Enemy: Hate Crimes Against Arabs, Muslims, and Those Perceived to be Arab or Muslim after September 11, Human Rights Watch, New York, NY 2002
Katibah, Habim Ibrahim; Arabian Romances and Folk-Tales, New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1929
Knight, William Allen; The Song of Our Syrian Guest, Pilgrim Press: Boston, 1906
Mclanahan, Samuel; Our People of Foreign Speech , New York: Fleming H. Revell Co. 1904

Edited August 27, 2018

Multiple Authors; Arab Writers in America: Critical Essays and Annotated Bibliography, Dar Mahjar Publishing & Distribution: Cambridge, MA, 1981

Raphael, Rev. Pierre; The Role Of The Maronites In The Return Of The Oriental Churches, Youngstown, OH: St. Maron's Church, 1946

Rihani, Ameen; The Path Of Vision: Pocket Essays of East and West, New York: James T. White & Co., 1921

Rihani, Ameen; Myrtle and Myrrh, Boston: Richard G. Badger. The Gorham Press, 1905

Rankin, Louis Detroit Nationality Groups; Michigan History Magazine, Vol.23 Spring, 1939

St. Maron Church; Parishioners of St. Maron Church, St. Maron Church Minneapolis, MN, 1966?

Snider, Denton J.; World's Fair Studies, Sigma Publishing Co.: Chicago, 1895


Weber, Shirley Howard; Voyages And Travels In Greece, The Near East And Adjacent Regions Made Previous To The Year 1801, The American School Of Classical Studies At Athens: Princeton, NJ, 1953

Awad, Allah, Ghazi Zayn; The Arab in the American Press (Arabic), Tihamah: Jiddah, Saudi Arabia: 1985

Hwang, Roland; Civil Rights Issues Facing Arab Americans in Michigan, Diane Publishing Co, Colingdale, PA 2003

Box 70:

Arida, Nasib and Sabri Andria; The Syrian American Directory Almanac, 1930
Arida, Nasib and Sabri Andria; The Syrian American Directory Almanac, 1930
Mokarzel, S.A. and H.F. Otash; The Syrian Business Directory, 1908
Shalloab, Methodios; Pacific Syrian-American Guide, 1934
Shalloab, Methodios; Pacific Syrian-American Guide, 1937
Mokarzel, Salloum; The History of Trade of Syrian Emigrants in the Americas (Arabic), 1920
Syrian-Lebanese Directory of Michigan, 1943

Box 71:


Edited August 27, 2018
L. Staeheli: Topographies of Home and Citizenship: Arab-American Activists in the United States
Muslim Public Affairs Council; Activate 2008: MPAC’s Policy Guide to the 2008 Election
The Syrian Canadian National Review; Ottawa, Canada, August 1935
The Syrian Canadian National Review; Ottawa, Canada, July 1939
Zogby, Wadih; My Story; Ethnic Heritage Studies Center, Utica College of Syracuse University, n.d.
Alger Jr., Horatio; Tattered Tom or The Story of a Street Arab, Philadelphia: John C. Winston Co., 1871
Flyway: A Literary Review, the Arab American Issue, 7.2/7.3 Fall/Winter 2003
Cobblestone, May 2002, issue on Arab Americans
Being Muslim in America; Washington, DC: United States Department of State, 2009
Pew Research Center; Muslim Americans: Middle Class and Mostly Mainstream, 1997
Saleh, Saneya Abdel Wahab, Attitudinal and Social Structural Aspects of the Brain Drain: The Egyptian Case. American University in Cairo, 1979
The Proceedings of the First Arab Student Convention: The Young Arab Speaks, A Symposium. New York: Organization of Arab Students in the USA, 1953.
The Brain Drain from Five Developing Countries: Cameroon, Colombia, Lebanon, The Philippines, Trinidad and Toabgo. The United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR), 1971
Flyway, Arab American Writing, Volume 7.2/7.3, Fall/Winter 2002
Abstracts of Doctoral Dissertations and Master’s Theses Presented by Libyan Arab Students to American Universities, 1983
Box 72: Syrian World
Box 73: Syrian World
Box 74: Al-Funun, Al-Kalima, Al-Fatat
Box 75: Self-bound dissertations
Box 76: Self-bound dissertations
Box 77: Self-bound dissertations
Box 78: Self-bound dissertations
Box 79: Self-bound dissertations
Box 80: Self-bound dissertations
Box 81: Self-bound dissertations
Box 82: Self-bound dissertations
Box 83: Self-bound dissertations
Box 84: Self-bound dissertations
Box 85: Self-bound dissertations
Box 86: Arab Journal periodical, Southern Federation of Syrian Lebanese American Clubs bulletin

**Series 5: Reference Materials**

Box 87: Sub-series 5-1 Bibliographic Reference Materials
   5-1-1 Bibliographic Reference Materials
   5-1-2 Bibliographic Reference Materials
   5-1-3 Bibliographic Reference Materials
   5-1-4 Bibliographic Reference Materials
   5-1-5 Bibliographic Reference Materials
   5-1-6 Bibliographic Reference Materials
   5-1-7 Bibliographic Reference Materials
   5-1-8 Bibliographic Reference Materials
   5-1-9 Bibliographic Reference Materials
   5-1-10 Bibliographic Reference Materials
   5-1-11 Bibliographic Reference Materials
   5-1-12 Bibliographic Reference Materials (self-bound item)
Box 88: Sub-series 5-2 Directories
  5-2-1 Directories of Individuals
  5-2-2 Directories of Individuals
  5-2-3 Directories of Individuals
  5-2-4 Directories of Arab Organizations
  5-2-5 Directories of Arab Organizations

Sub-series 5-3 Conferences, various
  5-3-1 Conferences

Sub-series 5-4 Documentation
  5-4-1 Documentation on Videos

Sub-series 5-5 Ephemera, various
  5-5-1 Ephemera

Sub-series 5-6 Oral Histories, Transcripts
  5-6-1 Oral History – Lists of Interviewees
  5-6-2 Oral History – Ayoub, Joseph 11/5/79
  5-6-3 Oral History – Baba, Nick 11/21/79
  5-6-4 Oral History – Najour, Margarite 11/19/79
  5-6-5 Oral History – Bryan (Brahin), Ed 11/19/79
  5-6-6 Oral History – Jones, Louise 11/24/79
  5-6-7 Oral History – (Rev.) Ofeish, Gregory 11/24/79
  5-6-8 Oral History – Totah, Zahwa 11/19/79
  5-6-9 Oral History – Hayek Jeha, Olga 11/17/79
  5-6-10 Oral History – Kirkish, Alexander 11/5/79
  5-6-11 Oral History – Nasser, Elias 11/16/79
  5-6-12 Oral History – Beainy, G. 11/16/79
  5-6-13 Oral History – Kotite, Shafik 11/30/79
  5-6-14 Oral History – Ofeish, Mitry & Marie 11/25/79
  5-6-15 Oral History – Ali, Nasser 11/25/79
  5-6-16 Oral History – Zachariah, Victor 12/3/79
  5-6-17 Oral History – Jeha, James 12/4/79
  5-6-18 Oral History – Halsell, Grace 11/7/81
  5-6-19 Oral History – Ansara, James 11/22/81
  5-6-20 Oral History – Teison, Mary 12/30/82
  5-6-21 Oral History – Nasr, Moses (Norman) 12/30/82
  5-6-22 Oral History – Ajamy, Claire 12/31/82
  5-6-23 Oral History – Ajamy, Louis 12/31/82
  5-6-24 Oral History – Habachy, Nimet 6/19-20/85
  5-6-25 Oral History – Williams, Mary 7/21/85
5-6-26 Oral History – Gagnon 7/24/85
5-6-27 Oral History – Shoucivar, Lillian (George) 4/1/93
5-6-28 Interview – Jabara, Abdeen 2/9/98
5-6-29 Oral History – Nassif, George (date unknown)
5-6-30 Oral History – Meena, Peter & Eva (date unknown)
5-6-31 Oral History – Salem (date unknown)
5-6-32 Oral History – Unknown (date unknown, missing first page)

Box 89: Publications authored by Suleiman
Box 90: Publications authored by Suleiman
Box 91: Publications authored by Suleiman
Box 92: Files, arranged topically
Box 93: Files, arranged topically
Box 94: Files, arranged topically
Box 95: Files on prominent Arab Americans
Box 96: Files on prominent Arab Americans and correspondence
Box 97: Information on court cases
Box 98: Research files
Box 99: Research files
Box 100: Research files
Box 101: Research files
Box 102: International files: Africa, Australia, Europe
Box 103: Audio/visual (cassettes, videos, microfiche)
Box 104: Audio/visual (cassettes, videos, microfiche)

Series 6: Periodicals
Boxes 105-134

Series 7: Arabic Language Materials
Box 135: Misc arabic language serials, photocopies
   BASIC CONTENTS: al-Hoda 1898-1901; Mirat al-Gharb 1912-1913; al-Alam al-Jadid 1912-
   1913; al-Funun 1916-1917; al-Sayeh 1920s-30s; al-Ayyam 1898-1899.
   THEMES: Arab American Newspapers in New York; Women’s Issues in the Mahjar;
   Marriage; 1913 Syrian Reform Movement; World War I; Greek Orthodox
   Church in NY.
   SUMMARY OF CONTENTS:
   25 September copy of al-Ra’id al-Masri, Cairo, ed. Naqla Shehadi
   Copy of Book Chapter: “Arabic Publishing in America” by Fawi Abd al-Rizq, in al-Alam al-
   Al-Alam al-Jadid 1912-1913, selected articles. Ed Sallum Mukarzil et al/ later 1912 by
   Afifa Karam. NYC. Feminist serial.

Edited August 27, 2018
Arab League Information Centre May 1984 Circular concerning the Palestine Arab Delgation.

1 Dec. 1949 article from al-Muqtataf (Cairo) on “Some of the things which America is proud of”


Al-Sayeh 1928 article on “The Syrian American marriage.” NYC.


20 August 1903 response to Karam article by Iskandar Hatem, al-Hoda.

Small collection of articles from al-Samir 1 April 1935 Issue. NYC ed. Ilya Abu Madi.


5 March 1981 Arab League Press release, “Recommendations from the Emigrants Experts’ Committee”

Assorted 1890s Cairene articles: al-Muqtataf, al-Mushir, on the Syrian youth society, cultural issues, etc.

Al-Sayeh 1923 publication of Gibran Khalil Gibran’s “Ship in a Fog.” Among a collection of Gibran’s work in al-Sayeh, NYC, in the early 1920s.


1899 assortment of al-Hoda articles on issues of marriage, Syrian women, etc. “The Syrians and their Naturalization in America,” al-Hilal (Cairo) article, October 1914.

Assorted Misc. Newspaper articles on 1990s Emigrant Activism from Cairo Papers.


More assorted articles about Women’s Rights and Responsibilities c. 1898-1905, from al-Hoda, Kawkab Amrika, NYC.

Selection of mirat al-gharb articles from 1903 on the Orthodox Bishopric of Brooklyn. Another glut of such articles from 1915. 1915 articles link the Orthodox churches in Syria to the Ittihad Suri operating in New York City.

Selection of al-hoda 1903-4 articles on Syrian communities in various American locales; society and philanthropic life. Some written by Na’um Hatem.
Assorted 1930 articles form al-Ikhlaq (NYC)
Assorted 1954 articles from al-Sayeh (NYC)
1990s article on History of Lebanese emigration to Canada. From Assayad newspaper.
Envelope: collection of materials pertaining to Najla Abu Lami’. Includes pages from al-
Kitab al-Lubnani, a pub. by the Jama’iyyat al-Nahda al-Lubaniyya of NYC.
Al-Samir 1931-33, assorted articles. One selection from 1935.
Al-Hoda 1902 collection focusing on Maronite Clergy in the USA. (Philadelphia)
1911 articles from al-Bayan concerning establishment of a local Druze society.
Printed emails between Suleiman and org committee about Conference in Arab
American Affairs.
Dala Safadi, Foundation, 1946 Book.
Al-Ayyam articles from 1898-9.
Al-Sayeh 1927-8. Collection circulates around theme of diaspora literature in Syrian 
NYC.
File Folder (back of box): collected materials written about or by Afifa Karam, Syrian
feminists in NYC, 1904-24.

Box 136:

BASIC CONTENTS: Kawkab Amirka 1898-1899; Misc. Newspaper Clippings; World War I
Editorials
THEMES: Afifa Karam, World War I, Arab Americans in the Military
SUMMARY OF CONTENTS:
Folder: “Arab American Anthology Stuff”- mostly clippings about Afifa Karam. Also a
small assortment of reporting from Syrian press in Cairo about “the Syrians in
America”; typed records of Immigration Case Records, pertaining to entry of
Syrian woman in American (mostly wives of emigrants already here).
Folder: Arab Americans in the Military
Newspaper articles, loose:
1909 al-Wafa (Lawrence, MA): concerning the naturalization of Syrian immigrants in the
USA. “Whiteness” Issue, race and eligibility for citizenship.
Assorted al-Hoda (WWI era); al-Samir (1931-3); al-Risala (Cairo, 1951, specifically a reem
of Sayyid Qutb’s “The American I Saw”); al-Majalla (Jordan, 1960s?); -- oriented
on Arab American Literature.
Indexes of al-Samir 1929-1933. Cover=art featuring Khalil Jubran’s drawings.
Al-Fatat al-Shaq (Beirut) 1913 copies of articles about working women.
Al-Thaqafa, serial from early 1940s (place unknown)
Assorted al-Ikhlaq cover art and tables of content only, 1927-1929
Collection of Arab Studies Journal 1968 (in Arabic)
Al-Sayeh 1925-27, a few selected poems and short stories by Rabita Qalamiyya authors
(Abu Madi, Nuameh, and Gibran et al)
Assortment of press clippings on prominent Arab Americans, 1930s-1990s (from Amal Khouri, a pilot, to John Sununu).

WWI Collected articles from al-hoda and al-sayeh on Political Activism

Book: The Emigrants (al-Mughtaribun), Abd al-Latif Yunus. With introduction by Nazir Zaytun (Syrian intellectual from Brazil). (NOTE: there are several better copies of this text in boxes 138-147)

Al-Sayeh random 1939- early 1940s selections.

Al-Samir 1934-5 cover art and indexes only.

Book, Mikhail Nuami, Parents and Boys (al-Abwa’ wa-l-banun).

Book: Chapter from Ibrahim Faris, Adibiyat Lubnaniyyat (Lebanese Woman Writers), on Afifa Karam.


Arab League Press release from 1978

1919 Assorted al-Hilal (Cairo) articles on New York Syrian writers.

Selections of Ilya Abu Madi from al-Zuhur (1920s Cairo paper).

Indexes for serial al-Kalima (NYC) 1909-1912.

Folder- Facsimiles of Kawkab Amirka, 1892-1893

Assorted al-hoda 1903-5: on Syrian workers, Masons, women, Ottoman ambassador, etc.

Mimeograph: Khalid Abd al-Nur, Memo Concerning an Arab Informational Campaign in United States. 1982(?)

Al-Fatat 1917-1919, from microfilm held by CRL. Primaril editorials by editor Shukri Bakhkhash concerning WWI.

Box 137:

BASIC CONTENTS: al-Hoda, Mirat al-Gharb, Kawkab Amirka, Suleiman’s Notes Concerning Mahjari Literature

THEMES: Arab American Newspapers in New York City

SUMMARY OF CONTENTS:

Folder: al-Samir misc articles from early 1930s, 1931-1936. Mostly editorials concerning local politics, as well as broader questions about Syria.

Mirat al-Gharb 1914-1915, assorted articles.

Al-Hoda 1903-1905, assorted articles, mostly local news concerning the Syrians in NYC.

Mirat al-Gharb 1910-1915, assorted articles.

Al-Mushir, a weekly Arab American newspaper est. in Cairo, moved to NYC. 1 Nov. 1899-31 Oct. 1900. RARE: this is Xerox of the only known copy of this publication, from a private collection in Cairo. NOTE: there is an even better bound copy of these materials in box 145.

Kawkab Amirka, series of facsimiles 1894-1895. Appears to be a continuation of what’s in Box 136.
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Book: Philip Hitti, al-Suriyyun fi-l-Wilayat al-Mutahiida al-Amirkiyya (Syrians in the United States of America) (1922, Cairo, Muuqtataf Press). Later produced in Arabic and English in USA in 1924 (or 1926?)

1919 series of Afifa Karam article’s from al-Hoda.

1920 series of poems published in al-Sayeh.

Arab League informational circular from April 1983.

Index from a book called Lebanese Papers, purportedly about prominent people of Lebanese descent.

Book: Muhammad al-Abidi, Min Tarikhina (From our History), chapter on Tiberias.

1906 article “The condition of Syrians in the Mahjar,” al-Jama’a (NYC, ed. Farah Antun), written by Shibel Nassif Dammous.


Book Chapter: “Tunisia and the World, the Condition of Tunisian Youth in other Countries,” Arabic Language proof of Michael Suleiman article.

Michael Suleiman notes, an index of sources Arabic Literature and Historical works on the Mahjar.

1927 random clippings of al-Sayeh

Printed Arabic poetry from the web; contemporary stuff from the mid-1990s.

Box 138: Arabic Language Books

SUMMARY OF CONTENTS:


Amin al-Rihani, Lily of the Lowlands, Beirut, 1963


Abd al-Latif Yunus. The Emigrants. N.p. 1964. (2 copies)


Yusuf Tannus Nasr Kairuz. True Views in International Politics. NY: al-Muhajir Press, 1908. (There’s a second copy of this in Box 140)
Wadi Abi-Suleiman. The Garden: A Pair from Each Fruit. Detroit: al-Sabah Press, s.d. (1930?).

Box 139: Arabic Language Books
SUMMARY OF CONTENTS:
Abd al-Latif Yunus. The Emigrants. N.p. 1964. (3rd copy, 2 more in box 138, one more in 140)

Edited August 27, 2018
Nazih Mas’ad. Around the World: America, Land of Wonder, and Fascist Italy. Cairo: al-Muqattam, 1936-7 (both years cited).

Box 140: Arabic Language Books

SUMMARY OF CONTENTS:
Series of al-Funun, March 1917, April 1917, May 1917. NYC. Editor: Nasib ‘Arideh.
Ahmad Zaki Abu Shadi. Abu Shadi in the Mahjar: a Collection of his Articles and Sayings (1896-1955). Cairo: Maktaba Masr, s.d. RARE. Abu Shadi was an Egyptian poet who lived in NYC, then Washington.
Yusuf Tannus Nasr Kairuz. True Views in International Politics. NY: al-Muhajir Press, 1908. (There’s a second copy of this in Box 138)
Abd al-Latif Yunus. The Emigrants. N.p. 1964. (4rd copy, 2 in box 138, 1 more in 139)

Edited August 27, 2018

Box 141: Arabic Language Books
SUMMARY OF CONTENTS:
Ibrahim Joseph ‘Arbeely. The First Primer in Learning the English Language. NYC: Kawkab Amirka and Matba’a Sharqiyya, 1895. RARE.
As’ad Zurayq, ed. Memoirs of Shibli Shumayyil. Beirut: s.p, s.d.
Najib Abduh. Dr. Abdou’s Travels in America, Part I. Self-published and copyrighted at Library of Congress, 1907. (A Commercial almanac with adverts, immigration laws, interest rates, etc.)
Najib Abduh. Dr. Abdou’s Travels in America, Part II. Self-published and copyrighted at Library of Congress, 1910. (A Commercial almanac with adverts, immigration laws, interest rates, etc.)

Box 142: Arabic Language Books
SUMMARY OF CONTENTS:
Nadia Jamil Sarraj. Three Pioneers from the Mahjar. Cairo: Dar al-Ma’arif, s.d.
Fu’ad Sarruf. Views of the New World. Cairo: Matba’a al-Arabiyya, 1925.
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Box 143: Arabic Language Books
SUMMARY OF CONTENTS:
Abd al-Latif Yunus. The Emigrants. N.p. 1964. (5th copy in collection)

Edited August 27, 2018
Muhammad Hassan al-‘Alfi. America, the Jins and the Knife. Cairo, 1989.
Yusuf al-‘Id. Travels in the New World. Buenos Aires, Rustun Press, 1959. (Brazil, French Guiana, Venezuela, the Amazon, Ecuador, etc.)
Shawi Abu Khalil. Philip Hitti and his Writings. 1985

Box 144: Arabic Language Books

SUMMARY OF CONTENTS:
Faraj Jubran. Come with Me to Europe. Cairo 1950.
Faraj Jubran. Come with me to America. Cairo 1952.
Hanna Khabbaz. My Strangest Stories and Most amazing Travels. Part III. Homs: 1924. (This appears to be selections of Khabbaz’s 1920 book, Hawl al-Kurrat al-Ard. A rerelease perhaps)
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Philip Hitti. Syria and Syrians. NY 1926.
Abdallah Khuri. Lebanon in America. Beirut: 1935. (Incomplete: Brazil sections only - See box 146 for first half)

Box 145: Arabic Language Books
SUMMARY OF CONTENTS:

Box 146: Arabic Language Books
SUMMARY OF CONTENTS:
Ilyas Rababi. From Their Neighborhood (?). Beirut 1951.
Muhi al-Din Rida. Balaghat al-Arab fi-Qarn al-Ashrin (Arab Achievements? In 20th Century, check trans). Cairo, s.d. (Selected short readings by members of Rabita Qalamiyya)
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Amin Faris Rihani. Faces East and West. Beirut, 1957. (two copies in this box)
Amin Faris Rihani. Selections from Amin Rihani’s (Works). Beirut s.d.
Salama Qaqish. Pausing with the Writers of the Mahjar. 1985.
Abdallah Khuri. Lebanon in America. Beirut: 1935. (Incomplete: First sections only- See box 144 for second half)
Ilyas Sabbagh. A History of the Phoenicians. Detroit: 1930 (?)
Amin Rihani. A Record of Repentance. Beirut, s.d.
RARE.
Kamal Rustum. Arab-Canadian Stories. Ottawa: s.d.
Kamal Rustum. Arab-Canadian Stories. S.p., s.d. (different edition)

Box 147: Arabic Language Books

SUMMARY OF CONTENTS:
Series of Fatat Boston newspaper. 1918-1919, in 4 bound volumes

Husayn Fawzi. *Sindbad to the West*. Cairo, s.d.


Saleh Hashem. *The Other Homeland: Sindbad Journeys with Arab Immigrants in Europe. Part I*. (Other Parts are in Box 145.)

**Box 148: Original Books**

Mokarzel, Salloum. *History of Syrian Trade in the U.S.*, 1920s. (Arabic)

Totah, Kahlil. *Syria on the Peace Table*, 1917. (English)